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METHODS FOR REDUCING BIAS IN COMBINED THERMAIJEPITHERMAL NEUTRON
(CTEN) ASSAYS OF HETEROGENEOUS WASTE

Robert J. Estep, Sheila Melton, and David Miko
Los Alamos National Laboratory

-.. Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

We examined the effectiveness of two different methods for correcting CTEN passive and active
assays for bias due to variations in the source position in different drum types. Both use the same
drum-averaged correction determined from a neural network trained to active flux monitor ratios
as a starting point. One method then uses a neural network to obtain a spatial correction factor
sensitive to the source location. The other method uses emission tomography. Both methods were
found to give significantly improved assay accuracy over the drum-averaged correction, although
more study is needed to determine which method works better.

INTRODUCTION

Passive and active assays performed with the combined thermal/epithermal neutron (CTEN)

prototypel require significant corrections to account for the variable response to different drum

matrix (i.e., filler) types and to different spatial distributions of the SNM (special nuclear

material) within a drum. Drum-averaged corrections and corrections based on source-independent

measurements can give assay results that are correct on average, but cannot improve the relative

bias caused by heterogeneous source distributions within a particular drum type. That is, the rel.

std. dev. (RSD) observed with different source positions inside the same drum type cannot be

improved on by a drum-averaged or source-independent correction, since the same correction will

be applied to each case.

Reduction of assay bias to levels below the RSD for the uncorrected case requires some sort of

spatial correction. We are currently examing two different approaches to including spatial

corrections in CTEN active and passive assays. The first approach, which has been described in

ref. [1] for active assays, uses two parameters derived from the shielded detector data as

indicators of the average depth and height of the sources inside the drum matrix to estimate a

spatial correction factor, c,P.tid, that multiplies the drum-averaged correction c,v~to obtain an

overall confection factor, cOval. The same approach (using the same two active indicators) is

applied here to passive CTEN assays with good results. A probabilistic neural network is used to

estimate c,P~tidin both the passive and active implementation of this approach. A second
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approach, which is currently used with some success in the commercially available IPAN and

APNEA assay systems, is to perform tomographic imaging of the source material within the

drum. In this report we describe the emission tomographic approach used in CTEN, which we

think improves somewhat on the existing techniques.

-,.

NEUR4L NETWORK MATRIX CORRECTIONS

In active assays we measure nPm indicators XP(p=O,...,nP- 1) and use these to estimate a drum-

averaged matrix correction c.v~,which is defined relative to some reference case such as an emPty

or vermiculite-filled drum. This can be written abstractly as a function that returns the value of

Cavg>

(1) c,,, =fixo, xl, ...)

Selection of an optimal pararqeter set {xP}and fictional forrnj( ) for CTEN assays is a matter of

current study. We have obtained good source-independent corrections using a probabilistic neural

network program called PNN.EXE2 to fit c~V~to two active flux monitor ratios referred to as

5’lVWBl?J4andDFM7EFM in ref. [1]. The training set for the network is the set of 440 active and

pasive measurements of WG Pu sources in various positions in 22 moderating and absorbing

surrogate drums. This approach, which will be used here, can be written more specifically as

(2) Cavg= PNN (SFWBFM, DFWEFM) .

The spatial correction factor, c,P,ti,l,multiplies the average correction factor c,,g to give an overalI

correction,

(3) coved = Cavg * Cspatial

The two source-position-dependent parameters used to obtain spatial correction factors are

referred to in ref. [1] as TOP2BOTand SUM9EV. TOP2BOT is the ratio of background-

subtracted count rates in the upper shielded detector packages to those in the lower detector

packages, which gives a number that is high when the average source position is near the top of

the drum and low when it is near the bottom. WiMDEVis the sum of the RSD’Scomputed for the

12 angular measurements of each of 6 vertically oriented shielded detector packages. When a

.



source is located at the drum center, the detector responses are more or less constant with

measurement angle, so lN.L14DEVtendsto O. When a source is located at the drum periphery, the

detector response as a function of angle resembles a sine wave, being high when the source is

close to the detector and low when it is far away. In that case, SUikfDEV can become fairly large.

In analogy with eqn. (2), the spatial correction factor is given by

(4) C,patid= PNN2 (SUMDEK TOP2BOT) .

Active assay results

Table I lists our active assay results averaged over 20 positional measurements on each of 22

surrogate drums, with &d without matrix corrections (the “Corrected” columns give the results

with matrix corrections, which includes the spatial correction factor). The drums used are

identified by mnemonics (e.g. “50mmpoly”) and by their hydrogen and boron content. Carbon has

little neutron moderating ability compared to hydrogen, so the hydrogen content essentially

determines the amount of moderation. Except for the “iron” drum, which contains approx. 200 kg

of scrap iron and steel, the only absorber present in significant amounts is the boron. In Table I,

three measures of accuracy are listed for each case. The average measured-to-true mass is a

measure of the average accuracy, or average bias, for assaying a drum with the listed matrix type.

The RMS (root-mean-square) error is a better measure of the assay bias, combining the

magnitude of the scatter that results from source position differences (for a single point-source

distribution) with the average bias. The RSD (relative std. dev.) quantifies the relative variation in

assay results for a drum without regard for whether the average value is correct or not.

The effectiveness of the neural network average correction factor c,,~ can be inferred from the

columns in Table I for the average measuredhrue mass ratio and also from the RMS error values.

For all but one drum the average measuredhrue mass ratio is within 4’% of unity (the largest

deviation is 8%, for drum vbl 000). There is also a dramatic decrease in the RMS error after the

correction; the average RMS error for the uncorrected assays is 90.7°/0,but only 8.9°/0for the

corrected assays. The effectiveness of the neural network spatial correction factor c,P,~i,lis evident

from the improvement in the RSD values. On average, these decrease from 19.1% in the

uncorrected case to 8.2°/0after the corrections are applied, meaning that the overall scatter of

values due to source position has been reduced by a factor of 2.3.
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Passive assay results

The passive coincidence analysis begins with a determination of a double coincidence rate, which

is taken as the basic uncorrected signal. That is, in the absence of matrix effects the mass of 240Pu

(and from that, the total Pu) is proportional to the double coincidence rate. Three matrix

correction methods are available for use in the CTEN passive analysis. The first is the “gray

barrel” method of Brunson,3 which uses the ratio of double-to-triple coincidences to deduce the

matrix correction. Many similar methods are in use for material control and accountability

measurements, for which this method is best suited, as well as for TRU waste assay. We will refer

to all such techniques as “multiplicity” counting, meaning that triple or higher coincidences are

used in the analysis.

The problem with the multiplicity approach is that large amounts of WG Pu are required to obtain

good statistics for the triple coincidence rate. To address this problem, for routine CTEN passive

analyses we use the same active flux monitor and positional indicators used to obtain active

matrix corrections to also obtain passive matrix corrections. As with the active correction, we

define the correction factors, c’av~,c’ap~ti~l,~d cLVA1,

(5) c jverd]= c ivg* C’spatial )

where C’,v,= PNN3 (SFWBFM, DFWEF@,

and c~patia)= PNN4 (SUX4DEK TOP2BOT)

The advantages in this approach are that 1) the matrix correction introduces negligible statistical

error in the final result and 2) the accuracy is good. Because the passive double coincidence

sensitivity is approx. 500 mg, the passive positional correction derived from the active data will

introduce negligible counting error in all cases where there is enough plutonium for a passive

assay.



Table I. Drum Positional Averages for Active Assays
Drum content Uncorrected Neural Net Correction’ Tomographic Correction

Drum ID

70mmpoly
50mmpoly
45mmpoly
38mmpo1y
25mmpoly
9olopoly
8020p01y
7030poly
6040poly
verm
vb50
vb100
vb200
vb300
vb400
vb450
vb550
vb650
vb750
vb850
vb1000
iron

H content B content Average RMs RSD Average
(g.cm3) (glcm3) Measured/ error Measured/

True mass True mass
I 1 1 1 1

0.00536 I - 1.832 I 0.898 I 0.189 I 0.995
0.122 - 2.631 1.713 0.204 0.963
0.0133 - 2.791 1.909 0.243 0.981
0.0193 - 3.451 2.598 0.256 1.000 ,,
0.0222 - 3.595 2.752 0.261 1.022
0.0381 - 2.311 1.395 0.212 1.041
0.0414 - 1.895 0.958 0.186 1.045
0.045 - 1.392 0.433 0.136 1.007

0.0469 - 1.368 0.415 0.143 1.009
I 1 I

9.42E-03 I - 1.070 I 0.095 I 0.062 I 0.985
I I t 1 I

1.14E-03 I 2.53E-05 ) 0.851 I 0.158 I 0.064 I 0.998
I t

1.15E-03 5.51E-05 0.766 0.238 0.057 0.991
1.18E-03 1.1OE-O4 0.647 0.354 0.047 0.984, I

1.67E-03 I 1.65E-04 I 0.711 I 0.307 I 0.153 I 1.007
1,88E-03 2.20E-04 0.571
2.30E-03 2.48E-04 0.530
2.44E-03 3.03E-04 0.501
2.44E-03 3.58E-04 0.429
2.42E-03 4.13E-04 0.358
2.44E-03 4.68E-04 0.317
2.50E-03 5.51E-04 0.276

. 0.356
Averages: 1.366

a. The matrix correctio
b. Data fron

0.440
0.483
0.518
0.582
0.649
0.688
0.728
0.646
0.907

include
this dru

0.176 1.026
0.211 1.024
0.278 1.015
0.265 1.028
0.269 1.014
0.273 0.962
0.301 0.919
0.148 1.068
0.191 1.012

~
; a spatial correctlol
n were used to gem

RMS RSD Average RMs RSD
error Measured/ error

True mass
0.025 0.026 lb o :0

1 1 1 1

0.088 i 0.085 ! 1.041 .081 .070 I
0.102 0.104 1.079 ,141 .113
0.054 0.055 lb o 0
0.071 0.067 1.087 .189 .161

1 I I 1

0.136 I 0.127 I 1.054 .116 .107 I
0.165 0.155 1.034 .104 .099
0.045 0.045 lb o 0
0.052 0.052 .988 .055 .057
0.018 0.009 lb o 0
0.013 0.013 1.108 .115 .038
0.019 0.018 1.078 .086 .036 ::

I 1 t t

i

i,,

0.036 I 0.034 I 1.062 I .106 .084

0.029 0.029 - .- - ‘
0.071 0.066 1.000 .061 .063 ‘
0.070 0.065 .993 .080 .083
0.091 0.091 1.005 .122 .126
0.120 0.116 .976 .097 .100
0.100 0.100 .955 .093 .089
0.103 0.102 1“ o 0

I 1 r 1

0.133 I 0.118 I - I - I - I
0.134 0.110 1.067 .116 .094
0.089 0.082 1.026 .078 .066

times an average correction
ate a base matrix



Table II. Drum Positional Averages for Passive Assaysa

I Uncorrected

E%I%#R%
20mmpoly (0.277) (0.730)

90lopoly (0.233) (0.775)
8020poly (0.210) (0.798)
7030poly (O.192) (0.816)
6040poly (o.179) (0.829)

iron I. 004 0.034
verm 1.001 0.029

1 1

vb501 0.993 0.031
vb300 0.993 0.031
vb400 0.987 0.033
vb450 0.989 0.031
vb550 0.982 0.036
vb650 0.987 0.033

Averages: 0.665 0.350

a. All values that represent [
b. These results were correcl
c. These results were correci

1 Passive Multiplicity
Correction

RSD Average RMS RSD
Error

0.065 0.859 0.147 0.047
0.081 0.777 0.228 0.064

1 t 1

0.167 I 0.677 I (0.333) I 0.122

0.259 (o. 591) (0.417) 0.141
(0.386) (0.487) (0.524) 0.226

(0.471) (0.418) (0.594) 0.285
(0.550) (0.423) (0.587) 0.259
(0.616) (0.359) (Q.663) (0.480)
(0.654) (0.394) (0.624) (0.393)

0.034 0.976 0.040 0.033
0.030 0.973 0.052 0.047
0.031 0.980 0.047 0.044
0.031 0.976 0.048 0.044
0.031 0.986 0.042 0.042
0.031 0.979 0.056 0.054
0.033 0.979 0.035 0.029
0.031 0.982 0.043 0.041

0.206 t 0.754 I 0.264 10.138
I I I

n errorof33°/0 or more are enclosed
>dby c,,~ from eqn. 5
)d by COV.,,llfrom eqn. 5

Active Zetatron” Active Positionalc
Correction Correction

Average RMS RSD Average RMS iRSD
Error Error

1.005 0.060 0.061 1.054 0.082 0.060

1.010 0.063 0.064 1.042 0.075 0.061
1 1 1 1 1

1.1,22 I 0.220 I 0.167 I 1.097 I 0.159 0.118 I
0.975
1.116
1.243
1.201

(1.491)
(1.462)
1.002
1.000
1.000
1.001
1.002
1.000
1.001

0.218 0.228 0.945 0.132 0.130
(0.353) 0.307 0.961 0.140 0.144
(0.586) (0.440) 0.991 0.185 0.191
(0.535) (0.423) 0.956 0.220 0.231
(0.978) (0.582) 1,078 0.319 0.294
(0.955) (0.587) 1.033 0.302 0.298
0.033 0.034 1.034 0.052 0.039
0.024 0.025 1.037 0.063 0.050
0.028 0.029 1.030 0.048 0.038
0.030 0.030 1.039 0.073 0.061
0.030 0.031 1.031 0.054 0.044
0.028 0.028 1.033 0.060 0.049
0.032 0.033 1.021 0.036 0.029

1.000 0.027 0.028 1.025 0.052 0.045

1.096 0.247 0.182 1.024 0.121 0.111
1 1 1 I I 1

in parentheses
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Table II lists our average passive assay results for the 20 measurements of a 98.9-g cylindrical

metallic WG (weapons grade) Pu standard on 17 of the 22 drums listed in Table I. The table lists

the average measured-to-true mass ratio for the uncorrected case, for the multiplicity correction,

for the neural network drum-averaged correction c,,~, and for the neural network correction with

the spatial component, co~l. The correction using only c,,~ is labeled as “Active Zetatron

Correction.” The correction using c.,.~l is labeled “Active Positional Correction.” Also shown are

the RMS error and RSD for each case. For clarity, all values that represent an error of 33’%0or

more are enclosed in parentheses.

We can draw several conclusions from Table II. It is clear that while passive assay accuracy is

little affected by the absorbing matrices (the iron and vbmm drums), it is greatly affected by

moderating matrices. fie multiplicity correction is the least accurate method overall, although it

has a lower RMS error than the zetatron method in the two most moderating drums. The

positional correction can be seen to give the best results in all cases by a significant margin. For

the average of all cases, the RMS error was 35% for the uncorrected assays, 24.7% for the drum-

average-corrected assays, and only 12.10/0with the spatial correction factor.

EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY IN CTEN

Emission tomography provides a direct and conceptually simple way to correct for assay bias

caused by heterogeneous spatial distributions of SNM inside a drum. The tomographic imaging

approached used in CTEN is similar to that used in the tomographic gamma scanner (TGS)

method.4 For nvi.W,distinct measurements (i.e., the number of detectors nd@times the number of

Measurement angles nmgles) and nvOX.l,image voxels, an nvi~W,xnvOX~l,efficiency matrix E is used to

solve the emission image reconstruction problem fors in the linear system of equations

(6) d=Es ,

where d is ~ nti~s-vector of background-subtracted detector count rates ands is an nVOX~lS-vector

of image voxels representing the spatial distribution of the fissile mass, 240Pumass, or related

SNM source quantity. The total mass (mass) is the sum of the individual voxel masses,

(7)
nvoxel~-l

mass = Z Sj
j+
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An important difference between CTEN and TGS is that the efficiency matrix elements Eij are

calculated in TGS, whereas they are measured in CTEN and other PAN imaging systems. This is

necessary because of the greater difficulty of computing the matrix elements for CTEN. It is

possible because.thejth column d(j) of E is equivalent to the measurement vector d that would be

obtained from a measurement of a unit source at voxelj. Thus, measuring d - d(j) for every

positionj generates the entire matrix E.

An empirical emission matrix will generally produce faithfid images only with drum types similar

to the base type from which it was obtained. Current practice with the commercial IPAN and

APNEA assay systems is to select a single matrix E(O from a set of nm. base empirical emission

matrices {E(V It=O,...,;w- 1}representing different drum types, based on knowledge of the drum

or on indicators measured during the assay. If the number of base matrices is small, the matrix

selected may not be a good match to the drum being assayed.

We have developed a simple yet accurate method for interpolating between the emission matrices

in a set {E(i)} to obtain a smoothly varying matrix F that closely matches the drum being

assayed. An important feature of this method is that the composite matrix F is scaled to give an

average correction factor equal to the independently predicted drum-averaged correction factor

c.,~ as described above, so that all we are interpolating is the general “shape” of the emission

matrix. This means that relatively few base drum types will be needed and that the overall

magnitude of F does not need to be modeled accurately by the (unscaled) interpolation rule used

to combine the matrices in order to achieve significantly improved accuracy.

Generation of base emission matrices

The CTEN prototype collects and stores data in n~~l,,––12, A(3= 30° rotational segments in both

active and passive assays. Because of the rotational symmetry of the data, it is easy to create an

empirical emission efficiency matrix E for a particular surrogate drum from a set of 12

measurements on sources located at 0° and spanning the full range of radial and vertical positions

{r, z Ir= O, 12,20, and 25 cm; z= 72,40, and 8 cm} by shifting the angle indices to simulate

data collected for sources located at 30°,60°, and so on. If the order of indexing is defined by



where ~ is the detector index, ct the measurement angle index, b is a combined position index

representing the possible (r, z) pairs, and a is the source location angle index, then the column

vectors d(j) of E obey the relationship

whenever

and (CX’- a’)mod n~,le, = (a -a) mod n~,}~, .

Other indexing methods will result in similar matrix element replication rules.

The CTEN image grid covers three layers of the drum and has 4 concentic circular regions

divided into 12 angular segments. The exception is the r=O voxel, which is not divided into

angular segments and therefore has no associated angle value. This results in 37 voxels per layer

of the drum, or a total of nvOX~l~= 111 voxels per drum image. With 15 shielded detector packages

viewing the drum at 12 measurement angles, the total number of views in active assays is nti~WS=

180.

Figure 1 shows graphs of two columns from the matrix E for active assays of the 38mmPoly

drum, for the positionsj=l 10 (r=O cm, and .2=8cm, dashed line) andj=6 (0=0°, r=25 cm, and

z=72 cm, solid line). The y-axis values are relative efficiencies. The x-axis values are the

measurement index i, as given in eqn. 8. Notice the greater amount of structure in the r=25 case,

for which the counting efficiency has a strong angle dependency. The r=O case has a flat response

over the 12 measurement angles, and so appears as a series of 15 steps (one per detector) that are

12 indices wide. Other differences are attributable to the source-height difference between the

hvo source locations and to the efficiency difference between the center and edge of the drum (in

this drum, the sensitivity is highest at the center).
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Figure 1. Two columns from.the matrix E for the 38mmPoly drum, for the positions j=l 10
(6=don’t care, 1=0 cm, and z=8 cm, dashed line) and j=6 (e=OO,1=25 cm, and z=72 cm, solid
line).

Interpolation of base emission matrices

We use SFWBFM and DFWEFMfor interpolating emission matrices, although other parameters

could be used as well. DFM/EFM appears to be fictionally related to SFWBFM, as is evident in

the bubble plot in figure 2, which shows the value of c,v~(as the bubble size) for the surrogate

drums in our measurement set plotted against SFk?711FM(alongthe x-axis) and DFiWEFM(along

the y-axis). As can be seen in the figure, the points approximately follow a curve. The 5 surrogate

drums we selected to be the base matrices are shown in the figure with darkened bubbles. These

coincide with important inflection points on the curve. The (nearly) single-valuedness of

DFMZEFM with SF7WBFMallows us to use SFM7BFM alone to select which two adjacent base

matrices to interpolate between.

The base emission matrix pair E(a) and E(b) selected to estimate F are combined in proportion to

the distances 1,and& defined by

(1O) IX= SQRT{ (SFWBFM- SFiWBFMx)2 + (DFA47EFM- DFlt4ZEFMx)2}
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Figure 2. Bubble plot of the average correction factor c,,, as a function of the active assay
p&neters SFWBFM and DFM7EFM. The relative size of cm~is indicated by the size of the
bubbles (the bubble for vermiculite is 1). The darkened bubbles show the drums used to derive
base matrices E(ij for tomography.
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The distances laand& are then used to find unscaled weights WO,,and ~(),b,

Both weights are scaled to insure that the average correction factor c.v~for the assayed drum is

preserved in the emission matri> i.e.,

(12) ~x = WO,X “ (lk”~) / ( wo,a h“~,. + wO,b /cavg,b) .

With these definitions, the composite matrix F is given by
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Active assav results

Table I compares results of the emission tomography approach in active assays with the

previously noted results for uncorrected assays and for the spatial neural network correction.

Overall, the tomographic method gave slightly better results than the neural network approach,

with an average RMS”error and RSD of 7.8% and 6.6Y0,compared with 8.9’%oand 8.2’%for the

neural network method. However, some caution is needed in interpreting these results. The

tomographic approach clearly gained accuracy from the drums that were used as base matrix

cases, for which the accuracy was essentially perfect. On the other hand, the cases we have

studied all involved a single source, rather than multiple sources. It is expected that the neural

network method will be confised by multiple sources and may not perform as well as indicated in

Table I with more realistic waste forms. The tomographic approach explicitly treats all possible

combinations of sources occupying the 111 image voxels, and should do at least as well assaying

drums with complex source distributions as with single sources.

Atmlication of tomom-aphy to Passive spatial corrections

The low count rates observed in passive counting make emission imaging unpractical. However,

the emission mass images generated in the active assay can be used to estimate a passive assay

correction factor by projectings to obtain data vectors d’(corrected) and d’(z.mcorrecte~ using

passive emission matrices constructed and interpolated analogously to the active emission

matrices. The assumption made here is not that the active assay mass is correct, but only that the

active mass image vectors gives the correct relative proportions of SNM in the different voxels.

Let F’ be the passive emission matrix for the drum being assayed, constructed fi-ompassive base

emission matrices and interpolated to the unknown case using the active assay parameters

SFMZBFA4and DFWEFMjust as with the active assay. Also, let E’(uncorrected) be the passive

base emisison matrix for the reference drum used in calibrations (i.e., the drum requiring no

average correction). The active mass images can be used to find

(14)

and

(15)

d’(corrected) = F’s

d’(zmcorrected) = E’(uncorrected) s .
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The ratio of the sums of the count rates in the projected d’ vectors gives the spatial correction

factor c~tid directly as

(16) C’,patid = xi d’ (uncorrected) /~ i d’ (correcte~, .

This is a robust correction that is independent of the passive count rate and should always have

good counting statistics when there is enough WG Pu for a passive assay. We are currently

analyzing data in order to evluate the effectiveness of this correction method.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here demonstrate that a significant improvement in accuracy can be

achieved in CTEN assays using spatial correction methods to supplement the drum-averaged

corrections. However, more analysis will be required to determine whether the tomographic

approach is superior to the neural network approach. The main issues that remain to be resolved

are (1) the ability of the different methods to handle complex source distributions involving two

or more sources, (2) the ability of the different methods to handle noisy da@ and (3) the

effectiveness of the tomographic correction for passive assays. These issues are currently being

studied.
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